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Handling educational facilities
At Travelers Rest High School (TRHS) in Travelers
Rest, South Carolina, the 1,250 students keep their
teachers busy — and, with many days stretching
longer than 12 hours of building use, they also put
their plumbing to the test. Fortunately for them, TRHS
uses one manufacturer of plumbing ﬁxtures and
ﬁttings throughout their entire campus: T&S Brass.

class. Just as
many will use
the natural gas
ﬁttings in the
science classroom, and
dozens more will use
sprayers and hose reels in
the kitchen areas of the building, or dishwashers and
concession-stand sinks in other parts of the school.
The school schedule can make for a long day,
with many showing up before the oﬃcial 8:30 am
start time. A third of the students are involved in
something after school, with many staying as late
as 7:00 pm on school nights. That time gets pushed
further — much further — on game nights, with the
ﬁnal students out at 10:00 pm on basketball nights or
even 2:00 in the morning on football nights.
With well over a thousand students relying on
their school’s facilities at any given time of day, it
becomes clear the high standard TRHS ﬁxture ﬁttings

Plumbing that’s done its homework

need to meet. The good news? T&S products go far

As you might imagine, plumbing in a secondary

performance over the anticipated decades and

school is going to get a workout. The reasons are

decades of a building’s life. We also oﬀer the vandal-

many, at least as many as the number of people who

resistant options a school needs to ensure that even

use the buildings.

mischief won’t violently adjust the class day.

Every one of those 1,250 students at TRHS, for
instance, is going to use the restroom at some point
in the day. Hundreds are going to use the locker
room showerheads after a competitive hour in PE

beyond a mere passing grade by delivering excellent

Fixture ﬁttings that make the grade
High quality is one of the most important standards
for school plumbing, but it is only one standard. What
happens when a faucet, pre-rinse unit or gas ﬁtting
is ready for periodic maintenance, or even needs
replacement for some reason?
The truth is that service, options and easy
maintenance are also top priorities when it comes
to choosing ﬁxture ﬁttings for a school setting.
Fortunately, they’re also what T&S has become
legendary for.

According to one school maintenance foreman,
“They’re reliable. They last forever. And they’re not
as easy to tear up as Kohler products are. In fact, in
my experience T&S products will stand up 2 to 1 to
Chicago or Kohler. The standard of quality is simply
a whole lot higher.”

T&S ﬁxtures are easy to work on. Repairs move rapidly,
especially compared to other major manufacturers.
Replacement parts get to you quickly.
Schools — they’re not just demanding for the
students. Choose T&S ﬁxture ﬁttings and ensure that
your school is ready for a long and productive life,
ready for anything.
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